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Summary

Cardiorespiratory fitness (VO2 peak) declines with age and is an

independent risk factor for morbidity and mortality in older

adults. Identifying biomarkers of low fitness may provide insight

for why some individuals experience an accelerated decline of

aerobic capacity and may serve as clinically valuable prognostic

indicators of cardiovascular health. We investigated the relation-

ship between circulating ceramides and VO2 peak in 443 men and

women (mean age of 69) enrolled in the Baltimore Longitudinal

Study of Aging (BLSA). Individual species of ceramide were

quantified by HPLC–tandem mass spectrometry. VO2 peak was

measured by a graded treadmill test. We applied multiple

regression models to test the associations between ceramide

species and VO2 peak, while adjusting for age, sex, blood

pressure, serum LDL, HDL, triglycerides, and other covariates.

We found that higher levels of circulating C18:0, C20:0, C24:1

ceramides and C20:0 dihydroceramides were strongly associated

with lower aerobic capacity (P < 0.001, P < 0.001, P = 0.018, and

P < 0.001, respectively). The associations held true for both sexes

(with men having a stronger association than women, P value for

sex interaction <0.05) and were unchanged after adjusting for

confounders and multiple comparison correction. Interestingly,

no significant association was found for C16:0, C22:0, C24:0,

C26:0, and C22:1 ceramide species, C24:0 dihydroceramide, or

total ceramides. Our analysis reveals that specific long-chain

ceramides strongly associate with low cardiovascular fitness in

older adults and may be implicated in the pathogenesis of low

fitness with aging. Longitudinal studies are needed to further

validate these associations and investigate the relationship

between ceramides and health outcomes.
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plasma sphingolipids.

Introduction

Aging is associated with a progressive loss of cardiorespiratory fitness,

which in turn leads to an increased risk of morbidity and mortality

(Ekelund et al., 1988; Blair et al., 1989, 1995). Cardiorespiratory fitness

is defined as maximal oxygen consumption (VO2 peak, mL kg�1 min�1)

during dynamic exercise and is typically measured during a graded

exercise test (Hawkins et al., 2007). Using this operational definition, the

decline in fitness starts around the age of thirty and continues at

approximately 10% per decade. It accelerates even further toward the

end of the lifespan, even in healthy persons (Fleg et al., 2005).

Cardiorespiratory fitness is a critical determinant of physical function in

older adults and an accurate indicator of cardiovascular and overall

health. Thus, maintaining a good level of fitness is fundamental to

delaying mobility difficulty and attaining healthy longevity.

Maximal oxygen consumption is largely explained by cardiovascular

adaptations in transporting oxygen to muscle as well as mitochondrial

adaptations within muscle, to meet the energy demands of physical

activity. Recent evidence suggests that the capacity for vasodilatation in

the peripheral vasculature also plays an important role in maximal

oxygen uptake (Montero, 2015). The decline in VO2 peak with aging has

been primarily attributed to the reductions in muscle oxygen delivery,

due to decreased cardiac output, and to the reductions in skeletal muscle

oxidative capacity, mainly due to the mitochondrial dysfunction (Betik &

Hepple, 2008). However, there is a wide interindividual variability in the

rate of decline, which is only partially explained by differences in physical

activity. Thus, studies of biological correlates of physical fitness are

important because they may provide insight as to why some individuals

experience an accelerated decline of aerobic capacity. Further, such

correlations may serve as clinically valuable prognostic indicators of

cardiovascular health, morbidity, and mortality risk.

Ceramides are a ubiquitous group of lipids that consist of a

sphingosine linked to a fatty acid. Ceramides are known for their

structural role in plasma membranes and also as important signaling

molecules involved in many essential cellular processes including

inflammation, immune cell trafficking, vascular and epithelial integrity,

apoptosis, autophagy, and stress responses (Maceyka & Spiegel, 2014).

Their precursors, the dihydroceramides, which are transiently produced

during de novo sphingolipid synthesis, are also emerging as important

regulators of autophagy, hypoxia, and cellular proliferation, with

biological functions that are distinct and nonoverlapping with those of

the more prevalent ceramides (Siddique et al., 2015).

In the circulation, ceramides are transported primarily in low-density

lipoproteins (LDL) and very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) (Boon et al.,
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2013). Previous studies suggested that ceramides increase with age and

are associated with accelerated aging and age-related chronic condi-

tions, particularly cardiovascular and metabolic diseases (Gonzalez-

Covarrubias, 2013). Treatments targeting ceramides may be potentially

very effective for preventing or treating these conditions (Mielke et al.,

2015). For example, elevated plasma ceramides cause vascular endothe-

lial dysfunction by promoting endothelial cell growth arrest, oxidative

stress, senescence and death, disrupting insulin signaling and increasing

inflammation (Zhang et al., 2012; Symons & Abel, 2013). Perhaps

through these same mechanisms, ceramides may contribute to the early

stages of atherosclerosis (Ichi et al., 2006; Bismuth et al., 2008) and the

accumulation of ceramide in the myocardium may cause cardiac

dysfunction in obese and diabetic individuals, even in the absence of

hypertension and myocardial ischemia (Park & Goldberg, 2012). It is

noteworthy that Jiang and colleagues found that plasma levels of

sphingolipids are an independent risk factor for coronary heart disease

(Jiang et al., 2000). In animal models, the ceramide accumulation within

the myocardium is responsible for a direct toxic effect on myocardial

fibrils, cardiomyocytes apoptosis, and altered cardiac metabolism (Park &

Goldberg, 2012). Furthermore, although the role of ceramides in the

development of cardiac failure in humans is still largely unclear, a recent

study showed that plasma ceramide levels were higher in patients with

congestive heart failure (Yu et al., 2015) and independently correlated

with mortality.

Given the evidence linking ceramide to mechanisms fundamental to

cardiovascular health in cell culture and animal studies, we examined the

relationships between ceramides/dihydroceramides and indicators of

cardiovascular health in older adults. More specifically, we determined

whether the plasma levels of individual lipid species were associated with

aerobic capacity in older men and women enrolled in the Baltimore

Longitudinal Study of Aging after adjusting for relevant covariates.

Results

Participants’ characteristics

The study population consisted of 443 BLSA participants, aged 54–96

(mean age (SD): 68.9 � 9.4), of whom 258 were men (58.2%). Table 1

summarizes the main characteristics of the whole sample and stratified

by sex. Sex-specific mean values (and standard deviations) of individual

ceramide species are reported in Table S1. Participant characteristics

were also examined within sex-specific tertiles of VO2 peak. Individuals

with lower VO2 peak were more likely to be older, to weigh more, to be

less active, to have higher systolic blood pressure, and to be affected by

diabetes compared to those with higher VO2 peak (Table S2).

Exploratory analyses

The crude relationship between ceramide species and VO2 peak was first

explored in men and women, using Spearman’s correlations. We found

that specific ceramide (C16, C18:0, C20:0, C22:0, C24:1) and dihydro-

ceramide species (C20:0 and C24:0) were negatively correlated with

VO2 peak in both sexes (Table 2). For these species, graphical

representations of ceramide levels and VO2 peak in men and in women

were plotted in Figs S1 and S2, respectively. In contrast, we did not find

any significant correlation between ceramide species C24:0, C26:0,

C22:1, total ceramides, and VO2 peak (Table 2). Similar results were

found when we examined the crude mean values of the ceramide

species according to sex-specific tertiles of VO2 peak (Fig. 1). We also

explored the relationship between VO2 peak and sphingomyelins/

dihydrosphingomyelins. However, after adjusting for potential con-

founders and correcting for multiple comparisons, we found no

significant independent association and decided not to pursue further

analyses (Table S3).

Association between ceramides and VO2 peak

Next, we conducted the multivariate linear regression models to test the

cross-sectional association between VO2 peak (mL kg�1 min�1) and

ceramide species (expressed in sex-specific standard units) while

controlling for covariates. Higher levels of C18:0, C20:0, C24:1 ceramide

and C20:0 dihydroceramide remained significantly associated with

poorer cardiorespiratory fitness after the adjustment for age and sex

(Model I, Table 3) and also for other covariates including race, height,

weight, blood pressure, serum LDL, HDL, triglycerides, lipid-lowering

drug use, beta-blocker use, diabetes status, smoking status, and the level

of physical activity (Model II, Table 3). The results were substantially

retained after conducting multiple comparison corrections using Bon-

ferroni and Benjamini–Hochberg procedures. Of note, the ratio of C20:0

dihydroceramide to C20:0 ceramide was significantly and positively

associated with VO2 peak, independent of the same covariates.

Gender differences in the strength of the association

At sex-stratified analyses, we observed that the strength of the

relationship of some species of ceramides (C16:0 and C22:0) with VO2

peak was different in men and women. The significance of the

differential association by sex was tested by introducing a ‘sex*ceramide’

interaction term as predictor in the multiple adjusted regression model.

The results of these analyses confirmed that the association of C16:0,

C18:0, C20:0, C24:1 ceramides and C20:0 dihydroceramide with VO2

peak was significantly stronger in men than in women (P for interaction

<0.05 in all cases).

Discussion

A decline in cardiorespiratory fitness is an important and independent

predictor of disability and multiple adverse health outcomes in older

Table 1 Main characteristics of the whole population and according to men and

women, expressed as means (standard deviations, SD) or percentage, %

Whole

(n = 443)

Men

(n = 258)

Women

(n = 185)

VO2 peak, mL kg�1 min�1 (SD) 24.2 (6.8) 26.0 (7.0) 21.8 (5.6)

Age, years (SD) 68.9 (9.4) 68.7 (9.5) 69.1 (9.1)

Race (% white) 82.6 88.4 74.6

Height, cm (SD) 169.5 (10.2) 175.8 (6.9) 160.6 (6.8)

Weight, kg (SD) 75.9 (15.4) 82.6 (13.3) 66.4 (12.9)

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg (SD) 128.8 (19.1) 128.5 (18.1) 129.3 (20.5)

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg (SD) 75.5 (12.7) 76.9 (12.6) 73.4 (12.6)

Cholesterol LDL, mg dL�1 (SD) 115.8 (33.9) 113.5 (32.2) 119.1 (36.0)

Cholesterol HDL, mg dL�1 (SD) 51.4 (14.8) 46.2 (12.2) 58.5 (15.1)

Triglycerides, mg dL�1 (SD) 113.0 (60.7) 118.4 (64.1) 105.6 (54.9)

Smokers (current or former), % 60.3 70.2 46.5

Diabetes, % 6.1 8.5 2.7

Prediabetes, % 31.8 40.3 20.0

Levels of physical activity, %

Very low 6.3 5.0 8.1

Low 37.2 31.4 45.4
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adults. Circulating ceramides have recently emerged as an important

player in cardiovascular health through their effect on inflammation and

oxidative stress. However, studies to date have not yet examined their

relationship with cardiorespiratory fitness. In the present analysis, using

data from participants in the BLSA aged 54 to 96 years, we found that

higher levels of plasma ceramides 18:0, 20:0, 24:1 and dihydroce-

ramides 20:0 were significantly associated with poorer aerobic capacity,

even after the adjustment for potential confounders and multiple

comparison correction. These results provide complementary empirical

evidence to experimental studies conducted in model organisms and in

humans showing that ceramides play an important role in cardiovascular

health and the development of many age-related conditions.

Our current conceptualization of VO2 peak as a measure of fitness in

humans began almost one century ago, when the physiologist A.V. Hill

postulated that the maximum oxygen uptake is limited by the ability of

the cardiorespiratory system to transport oxygen to the muscles (Hill &

Lupton, 1923), whose main determinants are (i) pulmonary ventilation

and diffusion capacity, (ii) maximal cardiac output, (iii) oxygen-carrying

capacity, and (iv) peripheral limiting factors, including capillary density,

peripheral diffusion gradients, and skeletal muscle mitochondrial capac-

ity and efficiency. Reduced cardiac output and impaired muscular

oxidative capacity are considered the principal contributors to the age-

related decline in VO2 peak (Betik & Hepple, 2008).

At least theoretically, high ceramide levels may have a negative impact

on different steps of the pathway for the transport of oxygen from the

atmosphere to the mitochondria and its utilization to produce energy.

First, there is evidence that ceramides accumulate within the skeletal

Fig. 1 Average values of C18:0, C20:0, C24:1 ceramides and C20:0

dihydroceramide according to the tertiles of VO2 peak, independent of age and sex.

Table 2 Spearman’s correlations between VO2 peak and ceramide species in men and women

VO2 peak (mL kg�1 min�1)

Men (n = 258) Women (n = 185)

Total ceramides (ng mL�1) r = �0.01, P = 0.850 r = �0.11, P = 0.121

Ceramide 16:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.28, P < 0.001** r = �0.14, P = 0.052*

Ceramide 18:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.44, P < 0.001** r = �0.38, P = <0.001**

Ceramide 20:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.43, P < 0.001** r = �0.38, P = <0.001**

Ceramide 22:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.12, P = 0.053* r = �0.24, P = <0.001**

Ceramide 24:0 (ng mL) r = 0.05, P = 0.401 r = �0.04, P = 0.594

Ceramide 26:0 (ng mL�1) r = 0.03, P = 0.571 r = 0.09, P = 0.194

Ceramide 22:1 (ng mL�1) r = �0.09, P = 0.157 r = �0.12, P = 0.105

Ceramide 24:1 (ng mL�1) r = �0.39, P < 0.001** r = �0.32, P < 0.001**

Dihydroceramide C20:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.38, P < 0.001** r = �0.33, P < 0.001**

Dihydroceramide C24:0 (ng mL�1) r = �0.17, P = 0.005** r = �0.15, P = 0.043*

**P < 0.05; *P < 0.1.

Table 3 Multiple linear regression models testing the association between

individual molecular species of ceramide (expressed in sex-specific standard units,

SD) and VO2 peak (mL kg�1 min�1), after the adjustment for age and sex (Model I)

and age, sex, race, height, weight, blood pressure, serum LDL, HDL, triglycerides,

lipid-lowering drug use, beta-blocker use, diabetes status, smoke status, level of

physical activity (Model II)

Model I

(age and sex adjusted) Model II (fully adjusted†)

b-coefficient

(SE) P values

b-coefficient

(SE) P values

Total ceramides (SD) �0.007 (0.25) 0.977 0.16 (0.24) 0.510

Ceramide 16:0 (SD) �0.13 (0.26) 0.611 �0.34 (0.24) 0.165

Ceramide 18:0 (SD) �1.45 (0.28) <0.001*# �1.06 (0.27) <0.001

Ceramide 20:0 (SD) �1.37 (0.28) <0.001*# �0.99 (0.26) <0.001

Ceramide 22:0 (SD) �0.41 (0.26) 0.112 �0.11 (0.24) 0.647

Ceramide 24:0 (SD) 0.16 (0.25) 0.524 0.29 (0.24) 0.223

Ceramide 26:0 (SD) 0.19 (0.25) 0.450 0.13 (0.24) 0.578

Ceramide 22:1 (SD) �0.22 (0.25) 0.374 0.17 (0.23) 0.454

Ceramide 24:1 (SD) �0.69 (0.29) 0.018# �0.65 (0.26) 0.013

Dihydroceramide

C20:0 (SD)

�1.07 (0.27) <0.001*# �0.69 (0.25) 0.006

Dihydroceramide

C24:0 (SD)

0.04 (0.26) 0.884 �0.04 (0.23) 0.847

†Covariates = age, sex, race, height, weight, blood pressure, serum LDL, HDL,

triglycerides, lipid-lowering drug use, beta-blocker use, diabetes status, smoke

status, the level of physical activity.

*P < 0.05 at Bonferroni correction; #P < 0.05 at Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.
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muscle and promote the oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction

(Coen&Goodpaster, 2012; Smith et al., 2013). Second, the accumulation

of ceramide within the myocardium (lipotoxicity) has been recently

proposed as a major cause of dilated cardiomyopathy in patients with

diabetes and obesity and as a potentialmechanism for the development of

heart failure, even in the absence of hypertension andmyocardial ischemia

Park and Goldberg, 2012. In particular, animal studies showed that

myocardial accumulation of ceramide significantly correlates with cardiac

dysfunction, due to a direct toxic effect of ceramide on myocardial

contractile function, the loss of cardiacmyocytes via apoptosis, and altered

cardiacmetabolism (unbalanced glucose/fatty acid oxidation) (Zhou et al.,

2000; Chiu et al., 2001; Yagyu et al., 2003; Park et al., 2007).

Ceramides are also known to negatively affect the endothelial

function, which is highly correlated with aerobic capacity (Montero,

2015). In particular, ceramides trigger several pathways that induce

endothelial cell death, including the activation of caspases, increasing

the mitochondrial permeability and the impairment of endothelial nitric

oxide synthase (eNOS) activity, with a consequent increment in vascular

permeability and endothelial dysfunction (Symons & Abel, 2013). Also,

ceramides have been linked to the growth arrest, cytoskeleton

rearrangements, oxidative stress, and senescence of endothelial cells.

Furthermore, ceramides can indirectly contribute to endothelial dysfunc-

tion by promoting insulin resistance and increasing inflammation.

Our findings are substantially in keeping with a number of previous

studies in animal models and humans showing that plasma levels of

ceramides are increased in obesity (Samad et al., 2006; Haus et al.,

2009; Huang et al., 2011). In fact, obese persons frequently have lower

aerobic capacity and mitochondrial dysfunction and the cause of such

dysfunction is less than clear. Moreover, a recent study, including obese

volunteers, endurance-trained athletes, and individuals with type 2

diabetes, found that muscle ceramide concentration increased during

acute exercise and then decreased after the recovery to levels signifi-

cantly lower than their baseline values, and the authors suggested that

the change in muscle ceramides may promote insulin-sensitizing effects

of acute exercise (Bergman et al., 2016).

Of relevance, we found that specific species of ceramides, in

particular C18:0 and C20:0, show a strong association with poor

aerobic capacity. Although the exact mechanisms that may link these

specific lipid species to an impaired cardiovascular fitness are not fully

clear, it is worth mentioning that the enzymes that are specifically

involved in the synthesis of these molecules, namely ceramides synthase

1 (C18:0) and ceramides synthase 4 (C18:0 and C20:0), are primarily

expressed, respectively, in the skeletal muscle and in the heart.

The mechanisms by which specific ceramide species appear to affect

specific physiological function remain unclear. While there is accumu-

lating evidence that the biological effect of ceramides is mediated by

multiple mechanisms including the activation of PP2A, PKC, and NLRP3

and mitochondrial and ER stress (Chaurasia & Summers, 2015), many

studies found that a few ceramides species out of a complete profile

seem to play an especially relevant role. In particular, and consistent with

our findings, emerging evidence in both humans and animal models

shows that C18:0 and C20:0 ceramides are important in mediating

negative health effects. For example, serum C16:0 and C18:0 ceramide

and C18:0 sphingomyelin were recently found to be positively correlated

with the markers of muscle NF-jB activation, suggesting that these

specific species could activate the intracellular inflammation (Bergman

et al., 2015). Furthermore, in a previous study, the levels of C18:0,

C20:0, C24:1, and total ceramides were found to be elevated in type 2

diabetic subjects compared to controls and were inversely correlated

with insulin sensitivity, concluding that these species may contribute to

insulin resistance through the activation of inflammatory mediators, such

as TNF-alpha (Haus et al., 2009). In addition, C16:0 and C18:0 ceramides

have been mechanistically linked to systemic metabolic health in genetic

models (Xia et al., 2015) and with insulin resistance in the muscle in

obesity (Coen et al., 2010). A challenge in interpreting human profiling

studies is that ceramides are biosynthetic intermediates that do not exist

at a steady-state concentration. Little is known about how they fluctuate

in response to feeding or other environmental factors, and flux

determinations are not typically obtained. Moreover, the subcellular

location of the crucial pool of sphingolipids that regulate cell function

remains unresolved. With these temporal/spatial aspects of the sphin-

golipidome incompletely understood, a full interpretation of these

findings remains difficult.

An exploratory analysis with the sample population stratified by sex

revealed that for some ceramide species (i.e., ceramides C16:0 and

C22:0), but not for others (dihydroceramides C24:0), crude sex

differences in the strength of their relationship to VO2 peak existed.

Independent of potential confounders, sex differences were confirmed

for C16:0, C18:0, C20:0, C24:1 ceramides and C20:0 dihydroceramide,

with men showing a significantly stronger association between higher

levels of ceramides and poor aerobic capacity as compared to women.

This interesting finding is in keeping with previous cross-sectional studies

that reported gender differences in plasma levels of ceramides, with

women generally showing higher concentrations of ceramides then men

(Hammad et al., 2010; Bui et al., 2012; Ishikawa et al., 2013; Weir

et al., 2013). Longitudinal sex differences in the levels of ceramides with

aging were also previously described in BLSA population, with women

showing a steeper trajectory of increase than men (Mielke et al., 2015).

On the other hand, as reported by Fleg and colleagues, men tend to

have higher values of VO2 peak, but a greater decline with aging in the

levels of VO2 peak compared to women (Fleg et al., 2005). In addition,

many gender-related factors could influence the relationship between

ceramides and VO2 peak, some of which in the current study we were

not be able to fully account for, such as sex-specific differences in lipid

metabolism (Varlamov et al., 2015) and sex-specific plasticity of the

cardiovascular system to fitness and physical activity in older adults

(Parker et al., 2010). Indeed, further and more specific investigations are

required to fully disentangle the complex relationship between sex,

ceramides, and cardiovascular health.

Our results are consistent with the findings from the preclinical

literature and suggest that modulating the level of ceramides may be a

new target for interventions aimed at preventing the development of

cardiovascular diseases with aging. However, several limitations of the

current analysis need to be addressed. First, the sample population is

relatively small. Moreover, because the BLSA continuously enrolls

healthy volunteers followed for life, and participation is very demanding

and time-consuming, there may be a selection bias with those enrolled

in the study tending to be healthier than subjects of the same age in the

overall population. Therefore, further investigations in larger and more

diverse populations are required to validate our findings and confirm

their generalizability. Second, because our analysis is cross-sectional, we

cannot make any temporal inference about the relationship between

ceramides and VO2 peak. Additional longitudinal studies in older adults

are required to determine whether ascertaining ceramide levels may be

a clinically useful early predictor of accelerated decline in aerobic

capacity. Finally, in our analysis we only measured C20:0 and C24:0

dihydroceramide species. Indeed, for the lipidomics analysis of samples

from BLSA participants no other dihydroceramide species were

measured. Further analyses including a full profile of dihydroceramides

are required.
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In conclusion, higher circulating levels of ceramides 18:0, 20:0, 24:1

and dihydroceramides 20:0 are significantly associated with lower VO2

peak values in older men and women, independent of potential

confounders. These lipid species are likely to negatively affect both

central and peripheral determinants of maximum oxygen consumption

and may be important biomarkers of aerobic capacity in older adults,

with a potential prognostic value. To translate these findings to the

clinic, we need further studies that increase our understanding of the

link between circulating ceramides and cardiovascular function and

longitudinal studies that test the hypothesis that ceramides levels predict

the accelerated decline of cardiovascular fitness with aging.

Methods

Study design and setting

The BLSA is a study of human aging established in 1958 by the National

Institute on Aging Intramural Research Program. A general description of

the sample and enrollment procedures and criteria has been previously

reported (Stone & Norris, 1966). Briefly, the BLSA continuously enrolls

healthy volunteers aged 20 and older who are followed for life with

follow-up visits conducted at intervals of 1–4 years, with a more

frequent follow-up of older persons. Participants are assessed at the

National Institute on Aging Intramural Research Program Clinical

Research Unit in Baltimore, Maryland, over 3 days of testing. Certified

nurse practitioners and certified technicians administer all the assess-

ments following the standardized protocols. All participants receive an

extensive description of the study protocol, procedures, and the risk

associated with participation and consent to be part of the study at every

visit.

Participants

The sample for the present analysis consisted of 443 BLSA participants,

aged 54–96, with the data available on plasma ceramides and VO2 peak

at the same visit. Participants self-reported as white individuals or other

racial groups. Height and weight were measured while the participants

wore a gown. Body weight was measured in kilograms with a calibrated

scale to the nearest 0.1 kg. Height was measured in centimeters by a

stadiometer to the nearest 0.1 cm. Current and former smokers were

ascertained using a self-reported questionnaire. Medication including

the use of lipid-lowering agents and beta-blockers was recorded by self-

report.

Blood pressure

Systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure were measured in

the morning, after a light breakfast, with participants in the seated

position, and following a 5-min rest, according to a standard protocol.

Blood pressure was measured three times in both arms with a mercury

sphygmomanometer, and the average of the second and third

measurements on both the right and the left arms was used in the

present analysis.

Fasting serum lipids

Blood samples were drawn from the antecubital vein between 7 and 8

am after an overnight fast. Plasma triglyceride and total cholesterol levels

were determined by an enzymatic method (ABA-200 ATC Biochromatic

Analyzer; Abbott Laboratories, Irving, TX, USA). High-density lipoprotein

(HDL) cholesterol was measured by a dextran sulfate–magnesium

precipitation procedure. Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol was

estimated by the Friedewald formula for those participants with

triglycerides no >400 mg dL�1.

Diabetes status

Fasting plasma glucose was measured by the glucose oxidase method

(Beckman Instruments Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA). Antidiabetic medica-

tions use was self-reported. Diabetes was defined as fasting glucose

≥126 mg dL�1 and/or the use of antidiabetic drugs. Participants with

fasting plasma glucose between 100 and 125 mg dL�1 were classified

as prediabetic, otherwise as normal.

Physical activity levels

Physical activity (PA) was ascertained in BLSA participants by a self-

reported questionnaire and quantified by assigning each activity a

correspondent value in metabolic units (METS, or metabolic equivalents

of resting oxygen consumption) using the coding system described by

Ainsworth and colleagues (Ainsworth et al., 1993). The MET unit

assigned to the activity was multiplied by the average number of minutes

performing each activity in a 24-h period, providing a value for PA in

MET-min day�1. PA levels were then categorized according to MET

intensity: (i) very low (0–49 MET-min day�1), (ii) low (50–249 MET-

min day�1), (iii) medium (250–499 MET-min day�1), and (iv) high (≥500
MET-min day�1).

Cardiovascular fitness

All BLSA participants were examined by a nurse practitioner who also

reviewed the exclusion criteria for graded treadmill testing (e.g.,

moderate aortic stenosis, unstable angina, myocardial infarction of

revascularization within the last 6 months, high-grade AV block).

Oxygen consumption was measured continuously during a modified

Balke protocol with the speed of the motor-driven treadmill held

constant (typically at 3.0 mph for women and 3.5 mph for men), and the

grade of the treadmill progressively increased by 3% at 2-min intervals

until voluntary exhaustion. Noninvasive measurements of oxygen con-

sumption were performed throughout the testing period. Participants

exercised until volitional exhaustion, symptom onset, or technician

decision to end testing. Oxygen consumption was calculated every 30 s,

and the highest value was determined to be the VO2 peak, expressed in

milliliters per kilogram per minute (mL kg�1 min�1). Gas concentrations

were initially measured in BLSA by either dedicated O2 and CO2

analyzers or a medical mass spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer MGA-1110)

(Fleg et al., 2005), while a MedGraphics D-Series Gas Exchange

System (Medgraphics; Medical Graphics Corporation, St Paul, MN,

USA) has been introduced since 2002. Consequently, all the analyses

carried out in the present study were adjusted for time of the visit

(before/after 2002).

Ceramide species

Lipid extraction of plasma was conducted using a modified Bligh and

Dyer procedure (Bligh & Dyer, 1959) with ceramide C12:0 included as

an internal standard (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA). Plasma

extracts were dried in a nitrogen evaporator (Organomation Associates

Inc., Berlin, MA, USA) and resuspended in pure methanol just prior to

analysis. An autosampler (LEAP technologies Inc., Carrboro, NC, USA)
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injected extracts into an HPLC (PerkinElmer, MA, USA) equipped with a

reverse-phase C18 column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA). Cer-

amide species were separated by gradient elution at the flow rate of

400.0 lL min�1. The mobile phase A consisted of 85% methanol, 15%

H20, and 5 mM ammonium formate. Mobile phase B consisted of 99%

methanol, 1% formic acid, and 5 mM ammonium formate. Gradient

conditions were as follows: a gradual increase from 100% A to 100%

B over 0.5 min, hold at 100% B for 4.5 min, then a decline from

100% to 0% B during the next 1 min. Eluted sample was injected into

an electrospray ion source coupled to a triple quadrupole mass

spectrometer (API3000; AB Sciex Inc, Thornhill, ON, Canada).

Instrument parameters were as follows: ion spray voltage (V) 5500 at

a temperature of 80◦C with a nebulizer gas of 8 psi, curtain gas of 8

psi, and collision gas of 4 psi. The declustering potential was 80V,

focusing potential 400V, entrance potential 10V, collision energy 30V,

and collision cell exit potential 18V. Analysis was conducted by

multiple reaction monitoring (MRM). Eight point calibration curves

(0.1–1.000 ng mL�1) were constructed by plotting area under the

curve (AUC) for each calibration standard d18:1/C16:0, d18:1/C18:0,

d18:1/C20:0, d18:1/C22:0, d18:1/C24:0 normalized to the internal

standard. Ceramide concentrations (ng mL�1) were determined by

fitting the identified ceramide species to these standard curves based

on acyl chain length. Instrument control and quantitation of spectral

data were performed using Analyst 1.4.2 and MultiQuant software (AB

Sciex Inc) (Haughey et al., 2004; Bandaru et al., 2013; Mielke et al.,

2015).

Statistical analysis

The cross-sectional relationship between ceramide species and VO2 peak

was initially explored using scatter plots and Spearman’s correlations,

separately in men and women. Then, because sex differences exist in

both circulating levels of ceramides and VO2 peak values, data from the

whole population were analyzed according to the sex-specific distribu-

tion. In particular, the mean concentrations of ceramide species were

calculated according to sex-specific tertiles of VO2 peak and P trends

estimated. Moreover, the associations between each ceramide species

(after sex-specific standardization) and VO2 peak (mL kg�1 min�1) were

tested using multivariate linear regression models, independent of age

and sex (basic model) and other additional covariates (fully adjusted

model).

In addition, adjustment for multiple testing was made by means of

both Bonferroni correction and Benjamini–Hochberg procedure, which is

considered more appropriate in an ‘omics’ setting than Bonferroni

correction. Finally, ‘sex*ceramides’ interaction terms used to test the

hypotheses that the effect of ceramides on MVO2 was significantly

different between men and women. All analyses were performed using

the SAS statistical package, version 9.3 (SAS institute Inc., Cary, NC,

USA) and R 3.1.2.
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